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OVERVIEW

Large single- detached house from 1936 with 3 floors and
a totally exterior basement with the possibility of 9
suites, very bright, with a large perimeter garden of
approx. 1380m2. Indoor garage for 2 cars and
motorcycles. Very close to international schools,
shopping area

This house from the year 1936 with a date back to the most current 2nd floor is
located in the Pedralbes neighbourhood , close to international schools, public
transport, shops, medical and sports centers. The property is divided into three floors
plus a basement, it has a very cozy period design. The luminosity and tranquility of its
rooms stands out, all exterior. In addition, the house offers exclusive amenities such
as a 1380m² garden with a pediment and an indoor garage with capacity for two cars
and motorcycles, as well as 7 cars outside.

The house is accessed via a staircase and the beautiful wooded garden or via the side
ramp. Currently the property is adapted for offices, however, it is perfect for
residential use. The original period elements stand out in some of its rooms, such as
the library with a fireplace. This house is perfect for those clients who are looking for
a house to reform to their liking.
The property is located on a 1,696m2 plot and has 700m2 built. Its environments are
distributed as follows: Garage: At street level
Basement: file room, storage room and passageway to the garage.
Ground floor: Porch, reception hall, stairs, waiting room, two bathrooms, kitchen area
with dining room table and access to the garden, a meeting room, four offices and a
main office with a library area and fireplace.
First floor: Stairs and hall, six offices, meeting room, archive and two bathrooms.
Second floor: Stairs and hall, five offices, toilet and access to the terrace.

The house has laminated parquet, terrazzo and ceramic floor in the bathrooms and
kitchen.
This property is complemented by a wonderful garden with a pediment and a unique
environment to enjoy nature and privacy.

The house has heating by means of radiators with a mixed boiler and ducted air
conditioning on the ground floor and first floors. Heat pump with splits on the
second floor . Security system.

lucasfox.com/go/bcn30324

Sea views, Mountain views, Terrace,
Garden, Private garage, Period features,
Period Building, Natural light, High ceilings,
Parking, Views, Utility room,
Transport nearby, Storage room,
Service entrance,
Near international schools, Library, Heating,
Fireplace, Exterior, Chill out area,
Built-in wardrobes, Balcony, Alarm,
Air conditioning
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A house with a lot of potential surrounded by a beautiful garden and the possibility
of building a pool in one of the best neighborhoods in Catalan capital. Contact us to
visit this house and redistribute it to your liking.

Important Information relating to properties offered by Lucas Fox. Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by
Lucas Fox in the particulars or by word of mouth or in writing as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Lucas Fox nor any associated
agent has any authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents,
seller(s) or lessor(s). Prior the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out
a survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser.
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